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Magic islands and barriers to attachment: A Si/Si„111…737 growth model
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Surface reconstructions can drastically modify growth kinetics during initial stages of epitaxial growth as
well as during the process of surface equilibration after termination of growth. We investigate the effect of
activation barriers hindering attachment of material to existing islands on the density and size distribution of
islands in a model of homoepitaxial growth on a Si(111)737 reconstructed surface. An unusual distribution
of island sizes peaked around ‘‘magic’’ sizes and a steep dependence of the island density on the growth rate
are observed. ‘‘Magic’’ islands~of a different shape as compared to those obtained during growth! are ob-
served also during surface equilibration.@S0163-1829~99!08343-5#
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Investigation of island structures formed during the init
stages of epitaxial growth allows us to explore kine
mechanisms that govern the ordering of deposited atoms1 A
lot of attention has recently focused on the time- and grow
conditions dependence of the island density2 as well as on
the bell-shaped distribution of island sizes2 whose origin can
be traced back to the distribution of island capture zon3

However, real growth systems are invariably more com
cated than the idealized models of epitaxy commonly us
For example, the presence of surface reconstructions
completely change the growth behavior.

In homoepitaxy of Si on Si(111)737 reconstructed sur
face, a process of ‘‘reconstruction destruction’’ was d
scribed by Tochihara and Shimada.4 The need to cancel sur
face reconstruction around a growing island gives rise
barriers to attachmentof new material to existing islands
Growth with the barriers to attachment has been alre
studied theoretically: The dependence of the island den
on growth conditions was explored using analy
methods,5,6 while kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC! simulations of
a simple growth model revealed an island-size distribut
multiple peaked around ‘‘magic’’ sizes.7

In this paper, we present a detailed KMC model
Si/Si(111)737 molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!, with barri-
ers to attachment included. With the help of this model,
investigate the time- and growth-rate dependence of the
land density, the shape of the island-size distribution, as w
as island decay and filling of vacancy islands on the surfa
The results of our simulations compare favorably to av
able experimental data about the Si/Si(111)737 system. We
also discuss those features of the model kinetics that
specific to growth with barriers to attachment.

Dynamics of Si/Si(111)737 MBE growth was experi-
mentally studied by Voigtla¨nderet al.8–10 The most interest-
ing feature observed, the existence of kinetically stabiliz
magic sizes in the island-size distribution, was reported
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~19!/13869~5!/$15.00
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KMC modeled in Ref. 7. Another experiment11 revealed a
high scaling exponentx'0.75 determined from

N}Fx, ~1!

the dependence of the island densityN on the deposition rate
F at constant temperature and amount of deposited mate
The relaxation behavior of Si islands and vacancies
Si(111)737 surface was studied in Refs. 12–14. The te
perature dependence of decay rates of a single adatom
vacancy island was determined.12,13

The model discussed in this work is a generalization
the model from Ref. 7. The model is based on the kno
structure of Si(111)737 reconstruction and the ‘‘recon
struction destruction’’ process proposed by Tochihara a
Shimada.4

Si(111)737 surface bilayer is divided by dimer rows int
half-unit cells~HUC’s! of the 737 reconstruction. The half-
unit cells differ in structure: In an unfaulted~U! HUC, the
surface bilayer follows bulk bilayer stacking, whereas in
faulted ~F! HUC, the bilayer is 30° rotated with respect
the bulk, forming astacking fault. On top of each HUC, six
Si adatoms are sitting.15

During Si growth on Si(111)737 surface, islands with
reconstruction on top are formed. Silicon atoms arrive to
island edge and fill HUC’s next to it. In order to become
part of the island, the reconstruction in the HUC must
dissolved, and the extra Si atoms has to be incorporated
Si bulk and form a new reconstructed surface. The rec
struction destruction is an activated process, and the ba
to attachment of material to an island is supposed to
higher in F-HUC’s than in U-HUC’s due to the need to r
move the stacking fault.4

Experiments show that the mechanism of transport of
atoms on Si(111)737 surface is very complicated.16,17

Since in general the processes at island edges determin
13 869 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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13 870 PRB 60J. MYSLIVEČEK et al.
havior of growth models~as they determine the growth be
havior of real systems!, we decided to use a coarse-grain
model that allows to model easily collective processes du
‘‘reconstruction destruction’’ around island edges. The sim
lation scheme ignores all processes on the length sc
smaller than a HUC and on the time scales shorter than
time required to transport material from one HUC to its ne
est neighbor.

In the model, material is deposited, diffuses, agglom
ates, and transforms in units that represent HUC’s
Si(111)737 reconstruction. Units are placed on a hone
comb lattice. Each site~HUC! in the model is assigned thre
parameters~Fig. 1!: Height in bilayers of Si~111!, an indica-
tor of the presence of a stacking fault~F or U HUC’s!, and of
material status~X or T HUC’s!. T ~transformed! HUC rep-
resents the reconstructed surface of the substrate or o
island, X ~untransformed! HUC represents Si atoms on th
substrate that have not beeen incorporated into island18

HUC’s perform random walk with the hopping ratenD

5n0 exp(2ED /kBT) where ED5ES1(x1t)EN
X for an

X-HUC, ED5ES1xEN
X1tEN

T for a T-HUC,x andt being the
numbers of X and T neighbors, respectively,EN

X the bond
strengths ofX2X andX2T pairs,EN

T the bond strength of a
T2T pair, andES the surface barrier to diffusion. The rate
an X-HUC transformation isnT5n0 exp(2ET /kBT) where
ET

F5EA2tEedgefor an F-HUC,ET
U5EA2tEedge2Ediff for a

U-HUC, EA being the barrier to attachment,Eedgea decrease
in the barrier due to a transformed neighbor, andEdiff the
barrier difference for F- and U-HUC overgrowth. Transfo
mation of an island begins at an F-HUC with>2 X neigh-
bors, and the rate of this nucleation process isn
5n0 exp@(ET2Eedge)/kBT#.

The model has seven parameters, here we report re
for n051013 s21, ES51.5 eV, EN

T50.3 eV, EN
X50.1 eV,

EA52.3 eV, Eedge5Ediff50.35 eV, which gave the bes
agreement with experimental results. Using the model,
tried to reproduce both growth and equilibration proces
on the Si/Si(111)737 surface on a real time and spati
scale. The HUC in the model is thus considered to b
bilayer ~BL! of Si~111! thick, of a triangular shape with th

FIG. 1. The model: material units on a honeycomb lattice
assigned heights in BL Si~111!, indicators of the presence of
stacking fault~F,U! and of material status~X,T!. The units ran-
domly walk on the surface and undergo transformationX→T.
Thereafter, they can detach from the island undergoingT→X trans-
formation.
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edge length ofa526.9 Å and consisting of 49 Si atoms. A
calculations were performed on 2003200 HUC lattice with
periodic boundary conditions.

Growth. In Si/Si(111)737 MBE, a relatively high scal-
ing exponentx @Eq. ~1!# is observed. The experimental valu
of x'0.75 for T5680 andT5770 K was reported in Ref
11. In this experiment, samples were prepared at a gi
temperature by deposition of'0.15 BL Si on the Si(111)7
37 surface followed by rapid quenching to room tempe
ture. The experimental morphologies of the layer can the
fore be considered snapshots of the Si/Si(111)737 surface
morphology evolution.

In the model, we calculated the flux dependence of
density oftransformed~i.e., crystalline! islandsN at constant
total coverageQ tot ~Ref. 19!. Results are shown in Fig. 2. A
lower fluxes, a power-lawN}Fx dependence withx680
50.7660.03,x77050.7560.04 is observed. In the exper
ment, disordered growth occurred at high fluxes. In
model, deviations from the power-law behavior ofN
5N(F) are observed.

To the best of our knowledge, our KMC model is the fir
one to provide scaling exponentsx close to 1. We can ex-
plain this by comparing its kinetics to the kinetics of th
standard growth model obtained by ‘‘switching off’’ the ba
rier to attachment. The model then reduces to a variant of
standard model, with the hopping frequency of~any! HUC
equal tonD5n0 exp(2ED /kBT) whereED5ES1nEN with n
being the number of nearest-neighbor HUC’s,EN[EN

T

50.3 eV the nearest-neighbor bond strength, andES51.5
eV the surface barrier to diffusion. We observe ‘‘standar
behavior2,3 with a significantly lower scaling exponent,x
'0.4.

The two models differ in the evolution of the island de
sity N as a function of coverageQ @Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. The
N(F) points used in determiningx from Eq. ~1! are marked
d in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!.# N(Q) in the model without the
barrier to attachment@Fig. 3~a!# evolves according to predic
tions of analytical models: It reaches a broad maximum a
then decreases slowly due to the onset of coalescenc
higher Q. The evolution of the number of transformed i
lands vs coverage for the model of Si homoepitaxy is diff
ent from the evolution in the standard model@Fig. 3~b!#: The
maxima are reached at higherQ compared to the standar
model, and there are no significant plateaus observed.

e

FIG. 2. Flux dependence of the island densityN for
Si/Si(111)737 MBE is N}Fx with x'0.75. Experimental (s)
~Ref. 11! and modeled (d) N(F) dependence for 680 K~a! and
770 K ~b! are shown. In the model,N at Q tot50.15 BL was mea-
sured.
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PRB 60 13 871MAGIC ISLANDS AND BARRIERS TO ATTACHMENT: . . .
The presence of the barrier to attachment explains
shift of the maxima and the rapid increase ofN with Q.
Growth of a transformed island in the model starts w
transformation of three neighboring X HUC’s. This happe
after a certain timetdel during which X HUC’s are placed
next to each other. This time doesnot depend on the depo
sition rate but instead on the strength of the barrier to atta
ment. The transformation becomes the rate-limiting proc
of island formation. The transformation onset is delayed
tdel ~or Qdel5Ftdel) from the time when sufficient amount o
material was deposited to establish X HUC trimers popu
tion ~cf. Fig. 4!. After tdel, many transformation events tak
place during a short time interval, which results in a ste
‘‘take off’’ of N. By the time the transformation begin

FIG. 3. Evolution of the island density vs total coverage fo
model with the barriers to attachment depends on flux~b! and dif-
fers from that of a standard growth model~a!. In ~a! and ~b!, the
points that contribute to theN(F) curves for determination ofx in
Eq. ~1! are marked (d). The barrier to attachment limits the rate
creation of reconstructed islands. At high fluxes, most of the m
rial present at the surface is nontransformed~c!. Data for ~1! F
51024 BL s21, ~2! F51023 BL s21, and~3! F51022 BL s21 are
shown.

FIG. 4. The delay in island creation is clearly visible in th
record of time evolution of the mean island size. Instability of ne
born islands causes the decrease of^s& at short times.
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more material has been deposited for a higher fluxF. There-
fore, the amount of nontransformed material at a givenQ tot
increases with increasingF @Fig. 3~c!#, and so does the dis
order of the quenched sample.

After reaching maximum, the decrease of the island d
sity N in the model of Si growth is faster in comparison wi
the standard model. Two mechanisms may contribute to t
First, newborn islands of size 3 are unstable, and many
them decay soon after being formed~cf. Fig. 4!. Therefore,
the population of these islands decreases at later stage
growth when most of material deposited on the surface
captured by bigger islands. Second, due to the barrier to
tachment, the capture zones around islands are missing~the
islands do not ‘‘feel’’ each other!. The distribution of islands
over the surface is thus random~cf. Figs. 1 and 2 in Ref. 20!
and coalescence starts at lowerQ as compared to the stan
dard model.

Let us stress that the presence of the barrier to attachm
and the instability of growing islands are important for o
taining high x. With the barrier to attachment decreasin
and/or the nearest-neighbor bond strength increasing,x de-
creases.

The instability of growing islands does not strongly affe
morphologies obtained for Si/Si(111)737 MBE growth. We
observe the characteristic multiple-peaked island size di
bution@Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!#, but with broader peaks~in better
agreement with the experimental results! as compared to the
model with detachment of material from islands forbidde7

In the morphologies of experimental samples, nontra
formed clusters of Si adatoms formed during quenching
samples are visible@Fig. 5~b!#. The density of nontrans
formed material may be experimentally determined and co
pared to the model results.

Analytical theories usually relate the value of the scali
exponentx to i * , the number of material units in a ‘‘criti-
cal’’ ~i.e., largest unstable! island in the growth system. Fo
the determination ofi * , we can use a formulax52i * /( i *
13) derived by Kandel.5 The exponentx in the model var-
ies smoothly withES , EN

X , andEN
T so that the correspondin

values of i * are noninteger numbers betweeni * 51 (x
50.5) andi * 52 (x50.8). In addition, a dependence of th

e-

-

FIG. 5. Growth morphologies in the model~a! and experiment
~b!. During growth, magic island sizes are stabilized, resulting i
nontrivial island size distribution~c,d!, Ref. 7.
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13 872 PRB 60J. MYSLIVEČEK et al.
island density onES ~the substrate contribution to the hop
ping barrier! was found, in contrast to predictions of Ref.

Equilibration. Using scanning tunneling microscop
~STM! at an elevated temperature, the authors of Refs.
and 13 followed a number of isolated~a nearest island or a
step edge at a distance more than 800 Å! adatom~A! or
vacancy~V! islands and studied the temperature depende
of their decay rates. The decay ratesnA,nV showed Arrhen-
ius behavior nA,V5n0

A,V exp(2Ea
A,V/kBT) with n0

A52
3101161 adatoms s21,Ea

A51.560.1 eV for adatoms,n0
V53

310961 adatoms s21, Ea
V51.360.2 eV for vacancies, re-

spectively. The decay rate of vacancy islands was found
be approximately 5 times lower than that of adato
islands.21

The authors of Refs. 12 and 13 attributed the differen
between the decay rates of adatom and vacancy islands t
effect of the Ehrlich-Schwoebel~step-edge! barrier in the
Si/Si(111)737 system. We do not believe that the Ehrlic
Schwoebel barrier plays any role here: Growth experime
provide no compelling evidence of the presence of an app
ciable Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier at step edges
Si/Si(111)737 surface within the relevant temperatu
range.10

With our model, we traced the evolution of a 96-HU
compact adatom or vacancy island placed on a vicinal
surface~U-type steps, the terrace width of 480 nm, the d
tance from the descending step edge of 240 nm! equilibrated
at a given temperature. Step edges on the vicinal sur
form adatom sources and traps necessary for true disapp
ance of a single adatom or vacancy island in a model w
periodic boundary conditions.

The temperature dependence of the decay rates for
tom and vacancy islands in our model is shown in Figs. 6~a!
and 6~b!. With the parameters listed above, the dec
rates in the model are higher than the experimen
ones (n0

A5101561 adatoms s21, Ea
A52.160.1 eV, n0

V

5101461 adatoms s21, Ea
V52.060.1 eV!, and the decay rate

of vacancy islands is approximately 2 times lower than
decay rate of adatom islands.

In order to estimate the effect of the barrier to attachm
on the observed differences between adatom- and vaca
island decay, we also modeled adatom- and vacancy-isla
decay with the barrier to attachment ‘‘switched off.’’ Th
decay rates thus obtained were lower (n0

A'n0
V

5101361 adatoms s21,Ea
A'Ea

V51.960.1 eV!, but the decay
rate of vacancy islands was still approximately 2 times low
than for adatom islands. This observation agrees with res
of a standard growth model on square lattice.22 The differ-
ence between adatom- and vacancy-island decay rates o
vicinal surface thus seems to originate from the difference
geometry of adatom- and vacancy-island boundaries.22

In Fig. 6~c!, a typical time evolution of the size of a de
caying island in a model with the barriers to attachment
-
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shown. We see that stable~‘‘magic’’ ! Si islands do exist.
They correspond to equilibrium island shapes experiment
observed12–14 and differ from magic shapes observed duri
Si/Si(111)737 growth.7 Magic islands are compact~2
nearest-neighbors for all perimeter HUC’s! and the barrier to
attachment prevents their shape from ‘‘being spoiled’’
attachment of material surrounding the island. No sta
shapes are observed during island decay for the model w
out the barriers to attachment.

In this work, we presented a coarse-grained model
Si/Si(111)737 MBE growth with an activation barrier to
attachment of material to existing islands implemented.
demonstrated that this barrier contributes to the st
growth-rate dependence of the island density observed
Si/Si(111)737 MBE and helps to stabilize ‘‘magic’’ island
shapes in both growth and relaxation experiments.

This work was supported by the Grant Agency of t
Czech Republic, Project No. GACˇ R 202/97/1109, and by the
Volkswagen Stiftung.

FIG. 6. Arrhenius plots of experimental (s) ~Ref. 12! and mod-
eled (d) decay rates for adatom~a! and vacancy~b! islands. In the
model, the rate of a vacancy island filling is approximately 23
lower than the rate of an adatom-island decay. During the isl
decay, ‘‘magic’’ island sizes are stabilized~c!. Insets show some o
the observed stable island morphologies. These are close to eq
rium island shapes~Refs. 12–14! and differ from ‘‘magic’’ island
shapes observed during growth@cf. Fig. 5~b!#.
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